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Aquawing Ozone Laundry
Couldn’t be Greener, Couldn’t be Cleaner
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Rising energy costs, disinfection, and the interna-
tional push to become green are top priorities
within the nursing industry. The Aquawing ozone
laundry system is an all-in-one package designed
to help the industry focus on and develop each of
these components.

AWOIS has been producing and supplying reliable
ozone laundry systems for over a decade. With
over 2,000 units installed and operating worldwide,
AWOIS is at the forefront of ozone knowledge and
technology.

Disinfection
The Aquawing system is the only system in
North America that is clinically validated to
disinfect and to kill the super bugs MRSA
(staph), C diff, aspergillus niger etc. Aqua-
Fusion is also doctor verified to kill HIV and
Hepatitis and many others viruses. Two sepa-
rate microbiologists conducted a multitude of
extensive tests using the Aquawing paten--
ted Inter-Fusor. The results were astounding.

These microbiologist studies were conducted
using technologies that we have developed
through years of extensive research and
development. Do not be fooled into thinking
that simply because a system uses ozone, it will
disinfect properly. This is not true.
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“I’ve had so many people over the years tell me that
they’re going to do wonders for my laundry... but this was
the first thing I’ve ever seen that actually did make laundry
cheaper, better and whiter.” - Oakdale Nursing Home

Savings
Aquawing is essential to any successful laundry operation. One
of the numerous reasons for customer success is the drastic
savings that an Aquawing system offers.

Aquawing dramatically cuts costs because of its ability to
process laundry in cold water and by also cutting cycle times.
Combined with proper use and good operating procedures,
savings can be as high as noted to the left.

Go Green
The Aquawing system brings current users to the pinnacle of
environmental friendliness, giving them a more efficient and
responsible laundry system.

Aquawing allows users to primarily wash in cold water, which
drastically reduces energy use. Also, ozone activates the wash
water, so less overall water and chemicals are required. Clothes
coming out of an Aquawing wash retain less moisture, which
reduces drying times as well. Water, energy and chemical usage
are dramatically reduced.

Gas
90%

Labor
30%

Water
35%

Linen
20%

Elec.
15% Quality

The Aquawing system enhances the wash process and the
results are whiter, brighter and fresher than ever before.

An Aquawing wash product is improved significantly due to a
gentle wash process, reduction in washing temperature, fewer
chemicals and reduced drying time.

Heat, mechanical action and chemicals are common causes of
linen degradation. Ozone washing addresses each of these
factors and, as a result, is able to increase the quality and life of
linen
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